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This report has been
designed to give you the
key insights on the
Holiday/Christmas music
fans in the United States

.

The Report will cover
1. Key Takeaways
2. Audience Profile
3. Artist Affinity
4. Music Insights
5. Brand Insights
6. Media Insights

Research Methodology

Research Methodology

Artists Measured in this survey

The figures in this report are from research conducted by our research
provider GlobalWebIndex.
Below are the key points on the research methodology:
•

Online-based syndicated research study

•

Measures people aged 16-64

•

46 countries

•

Single Source

•

Updated 4x per year

•

Representative of a country’s online population

•

Quotas set on age, gender, and education

•

Over 35,000 data points

•

Historical data available dating back to 2009

•

Custom Recontact Survey captures detailed questions on music in five
countries: Australia, Canada, Japan, UK, USA

Insights Methodology
The insights in this report have been selected from a rule set which includes a
combination of index and reach.

Data Timestamp

July 2020

Sample Size

100,000

Got Questions?
Connect with Laura Newman
our Global Head of Research …
Laura@audienceprecision.com

Key Takeaways
45% of this audience stream music for 30 minutes or more a

Holiday/Christmas Music aside, this audience love listening

day. They are more likely to be streaming on Pandora; closely

to Contemporary Christian, Soundtracks/Original Scores and

followed by Spotify.

Easy Listening. They are passionate about a wide range of
music artists and are most likely listening to artists that are

Streaming
Royally Retired, Boomers in the Burbs & Fast
Fashionistas & Stay at home parents are among
the AP DNA Segments that have the highest affinity
against being a fan of holiday/Christmas music.

well known/popular.

Genre

Two thirds of this audience spend time
on social media and are reached in high

AP DNA
Segments

Social

volumes on Facebook & YouTube. In
terms of engagement, look to include
Pinterest & Facebook within the social
media platform mix.
86% of Holiday/Christmas music fans

44 Million people aged 16-64
in the United States are fans of
Holiday/Christmas music. They are
more likely to live in suburban areas

watch at least 30 minutes of TV per

TV

44 Mil

in North Carolina, Pennsylvania and

day. They are more likely than the
general population to search for music
they hear on shows/films compared to
other American. Their favorite types

Alabama.

of programs include Lifestyle,
Gameshow or children's.
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Let’s look at…

AUDIENCE
INSIGHTS.

Segment Demographics
Age
16-24
25-34:
35-44:
45-54:
55-64:

Market
Potential

15%
18%
17%
23%
27%

Action the Insight
Insights for Everyone

Gender

Affluence
Score
Low
Affluency

Region

44mil

The standard audience profile is made up of audience
demographics. Consumer research delivers you a clear
picture of what the audience profile is from a general
population point of view. This allows you to get a true
top-level picture of the audience.

Male:
35%
Female: 65%

Highest Reach Region
California
Florida
New York

Highest Propensity Region
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Alabama

Ethnicity

White / Caucasian
non-Hispanic

Sexuality

Heterosexual /
straight

85%

78%

White / Caucasian
non-Hispanic

109 ix

Heterosexual /
straight

102 ix

Consumption Habits – Red indicates over index compared to general population

Region
23%
Urban:
Suburban: 53%
Rural:
24%

16-24:
25-34:
35-44:
45-54:
55-64:

29%
28%
21%
14%
8%

Segment Attitudes & Activities

What do they believe and like to do more than the general population?

Attitudes
Family is the most
important thing in
my life
I think it is very
important to
contribute to the
community I live in
It is important to
stay in touch with
what is going on in
the world

I always try to find
the best deals for
products that I want
to buy

I worry about how
my personal data is
being used by
companies

Action the Insight

Sport 1
Sport 2
Sport 3
Activities

Handicrafts

Dance

Charities /
volunteering

Insights for Content Creation
& Marketing
Today more than ever
understanding the attitudes of
an audience is a critical part of
successful content marketing.

Gymnastics
Winter sports
Exercise classes

By understanding their
mindset & motivations you can
craft a creative message that is
going to genuinely connect
with them.

Causes they
care about
Religious based
causes

Gardening

A smart way to build brand
awareness across an audience
is through their interests &
hobbies as it allows you to
make a more authentic
connection through
something they enjoy.

Theater

Activity 3

Best Matched...

DNA
SEGMENTS.

Top 5 DNA Segments
That have the highest affinity cross-over with the audience

Action the Insight

4.5mil

10.4mil

12.9mil

Those with an interest in
Professional Bull Riding

Fast Fashion purchasers who
love fashion and shopping but
can't or don't want to spend a
lot

Baby Boomers with
conservative values living in
the suburbs

14.1mil

10mil

Retirees who are financially
comfortable, with cash to
splash and time on their
hands.

Parents looking after their
kids rather than pursuing a
career, either through choice,
cultural norms or necessity

Our DNA audience Segments
allow you to see what other
personalities your audience
identifies with.
When compared to the
general population across the
region, these five DNA
Segments have the highest
affinity with the audience in
question …& are the best to
consider if trying to connect
with this audience.

Now for…

MUSIC
INSIGHTS.

Music Behaviors

Fans Of

Josh Groban
Ed Sheeran
Bruno Mars
Jonas Brothers
Led Zeppelin

Why they
follow Artists
“I want to see 'behindthe-scenes' moments”

Enjoy listening to
Holiday / Christmas
Contemporary Christian
Soundtracks / Original Scores
Easy-Listening
Classical & Opera

The music behaviors they’re more likely to do
compared to the general population

Playlist
Preference

Streaming Platforms
Index

Pandora

121 ix

Spotify
iTunes

“I am passionate
about a really wide
range of music artists”

Reach %

28%

Today's Top Hits-Spotify

96 ix

26%

Today's Hits-Apple Music

103 ix

23%

Where they follow
their favorite
artists
Follow them on Instagram

“I mainly listen to
music artists that
are well-known /
popular”

Music Activities
Searched for music that appeared on a TV
show or movie
Listened to a playlist created by or shared with
family / or a friend
Listened to a genre-based playlist created by a
streaming service
Maintained a subscription to satellite
radio
Listened to music posted on a social
network site or community

Action the Insight

Top Genres

Insights for Digital Teams, Content,
Business Development,
Promotions & Marketing

Music insights can be invaluable in
marketing strategy. They can be used to
help with partnership deals, inspire
content creation, orchestrate
distribution strategy and give you
insight into what type of music your
audience enjoys.

Moving onto…

BRAND
INSIGHTS.

High Reach Brands are
brands that a large
proportion of the audience like.

Brand Preferences

If your audience has a high reach
score against any brand (or their
competitors), then you are
offering that brand an
opportunity to reach
high volumes of potential
customers through
accessing your
audience.

Brands MOST
of them USE

Brands they
LOVE

Brands they love are brands
that the audience are
advocates for.
High Propensity is a great
leverage point when trying to
work with a brand.

Consumer Behavior
They are
shopping at
Bed, Bath & Beyond
Famous Footwear
Ross Dress For Less
Office Depot
JC Penney

These are the consumer behaviors they more likely to do
compared to the general population

They recently
purchased
Home-owners / building
insurance
Jewelry
Handbag / bag

Household
Income
Medium

What they want
brands to be

Brand Discovery
Mass Brand Discovery

Reach %

Ads seen on TV

49%

Word-of-mouth recommendations from
friend or family members

48%

Search engines

38%

Effective Brand Discovery

Action the insight
Insights for Brand
Partnerships, Marketing &
Business Development.
Consumer insights let you
know what they like to spend
their money on and where… 

Index

Ads in magazines or newspapers

140 ix

In-store product displays or promotions

140 ix

Stories / articles in printed editions of
newspapers or magazines

140 ix

Understanding recent
purchases or retail preferences
can help deliver insights for
merchandise or retail
collaborations

Traditional
Authentic
Reliable

What do they want to see from brands
Support charities

Support local
suppliers

Help you organize
/ simplify your life

Moving onto…

MEDIA
INSIGHTS.

Platform Consideration Set
The key benefits of each media platform

Despite losing some of its audience dominance to digital
media channels, Television is still one of the most
powerful communication platforms available to
Advertisers.
Nothing can create a brand image more dramatically or
rapidly than a combination of vision, emotion, sound,
humor and personalities.

The online media world’s ability to deliver highly targeted
audiences allows you to create one-to-one relationships
which will extend and build brands at a more ‘personal’
level.
And, as individuals continue to search for information,
rather than passively receiving it, the online environment
represents a “pull” medium, which contrasts with
traditional “push” media like TV.

Social Media captures audiences where they already are
without being overly disruptive. Advanced targeting
capabilities and the ability to retarget engaged users
becomes extremely effective.
This environment is perfect for understanding the potential
audience through their interaction with content in the
ways of comments, likes and shares with friends.
An active social media presence will effectively assist in
building an authentic relationship between brands and
their consumer without heavily pushing content.

Radio is one of the great frequency builders in the media
marketplace.
Listeners can develop a very special relationship and
connection with their favorite programmes/stations. They
can become very involved through chats, phone-ins,
games, competitions, etc. making this an engaging medium
for your brand.

Out of Home delivers high frequency to a mass market
audience and as such are often used as support media
platforms to brand building campaigns.
Creative messages must be short and clearly
comprehended due to the short time frame of each
message exposure. Fantastic results have been achieved
with groundbreaking creative executions.

Cinema delivers a captive audience in a completely
engrossing environment.
Capitalizing on these audience dynamics can be a truly fun,
inventive process that can deliver huge dividends especially given the word of mouth extensions that social
media provides to well received campaigns.

Print is a tactile medium and can provide highly effective
audience targeting in an environment that transfers
significant influence from the host title to the brand
campaign.
Often the online versions of these titles delivers more
audience reach.

Media Insights
Clever & Connected
Television : 86%
TV/Online Streaming : 41%
Radio : 51%

Consumption Habits

Online Radio : 34%
Music Streaming : 45%
Podcasting : 24%

Online Press : 26%
Physical Press : 21%

Social Media : 67%
Online Browsing via PC : 91%
Online Browsing via Mobile : 70%

TV Genres

Game/Quiz shows
Lifestyle
Children's

Most Engaged
Social Channels

Pinterest
Facebook Messenger
Facebook

TV Channels

HGTV
Food Network
Lifetime

Highest Reach
Social Channels

Facebook
YouTube
Facebook Messenger

TV Shows

Wheel of Fortune
Blue Bloods
Iron Chef

Online Content
Categories

Real Estate
Home & Garden

TV Streaming
Platforms

Netflix
Amazon Prime Video

Physical Press

Better Homes & Gardens
Martha Stewart Living
AARP The Magazine

Radio

Local Pop / Current Hits station
Local Adult Hits / '80s-'90s Hits station
Local Classic Rock station

Online Press

MailOnline
The Huffington Post
Newsweek

Radio Sessions

5:30am - 9am - Weekends
9am - 12pm - Weekdays

Wrapped around vehicles that aren't
public transportation

OOH

In shopping malls / shopping centers
On billboards on top of or on the side of
buildings

Consumption Habits – Red indicates over index compared to general population

Action the insight
Insights for Marketing &
Promotions
The media maze can be
difficult one navigate with so
many different channels,
targeting options, metrics.
These insights help pinpoint
key properties that your
audience use, engage or
consume regularly. A
combination of different
channels will help you create
message frequency without
creating a feeling of overkill.

Online & Social Actions
Social Media
Persona

Who they
follow online
People you know in
real life
Brands you like

Personal
Networkers

Applied a Lens

Logged in to see what's happening without
posting / commenting on anything myself

Viewed a User Story

Visited a celebrity's Instagram page
Used the Snapchat camera

Watched a tutorial video which explained how to do something
Watched a film trailer

What they
do on
platform

Commented on a photo or video clip

Logged in to see what is happening without
posting / commenting on anything myself

Watched a news clip or story

Action the insight

Commented on a friend's profile status or
photo / video

Insights for Content Creation, Marketing &
Promotions

Joined or participated in a Facebook group

Can’t decide if you should do an Instagram
story or focus on the social feed? Do they
follow brands or influencers?
Here is some insight to help guide you.

Activities

Checked the weather online
Purchased a product online

Used a webmail service to access, read or send
emails
Uploaded / shared a photo

Thank you.

Please reach out if you have any questions : APinsights@audienceprecision.com

